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Abstract 
This paper presents Pintara/as, a simple sketch application that uses tangible interfaces as Human-Computer lnteraclion 
modality. Totally sensor-less and cable-less interfaces (ordinary boardmarkers withfiducial markers attached), provide 
the means to support basic sketching tasks, such as drawing lines and sketching 2D primitive shapes (circle, triangle and 
square). The system requires an ordinary video camera linked to a PC and uses AR Too/kit for Lhe handling of the Tan
gible Interfaces. Open GL is used for lhe graphical output and the CAL! library, normally used for Calligraphic user 
interfaces developmenl, is adopted in our case for 2D primilive shape recognition. A simple usability tesl was developed 
to assess the feasibility of this novel user interface in simple sketching tasks, showing that the users found the concepl 
interesting and lhe tangible interfaces easy to opera/e. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Skelch or Calligraphic-based Interfaces [Pereira 2003) 
are a now mature paradigm for Human-Compuler Inter
aclion, spccially orienled lo industrial design lasks. Such 
HCI modality lries lo mimic lhe way in which users in
leracl wilh paper documenls and drawings. Calligraphic 
interfaces comprise a louch-sensilive screen or olher sur
facc whcrc geslures 'drawn' wilh a spccial slylus, or a 
normal slylus whose posilion can bc lracked, can bc cap
lurcd. Thosc geslures will then be inlerprcled as if they 
were being drawn in a sheel of papcr. Thc popularily of 
this modality, is related lo lhe nalure of lhe lask of writ
ing/sketching on a flat surface, which is a skill shared by 
compulcr-users, or even unskillcd users of ali ages. This 
is due lo lhe facl thal thc analogy with sketching in pa
per, allows for a more flexible and natural intcraction 
lhan wilh olher HCI modalities, such as lhe well known 
"mouse and keyboard" desklop mctaphor. Commercial 
cxploitalion of lhe idea lo recognizc hand writing and 
sketching is illuslraled, in producls like Palm Personal 
Digital Assistanls (Palm) or lhe Tablcl PC. 
Wilh our work, our idea is lo slart from an availablc li
brary thal offers robusl methods for lhe rccognition of 
lhe scribbling of simple shapes, the CALI library 
[Fonseca 2000), but inslead of using as physical inter
faces, a stylus, linked by some sorl of clcctronic media lo 
lhe compuler, wc have adopl ordinary boardmarkcrs, lhal 
act as langible interfaces. Thc pose (position and oricnta
tion) of thesc langiblc interfaces nccd lo bc lrackcd, so 
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thal lhe sketching gcsturcs can be capture and, for this 
purpose, we havc uscd Compulcr Vision lcchniqucs. 
However, lhe solulion lo lhe general problem of lracking 
in 3D thcsc physical objects, would requirc complex 
techniqucs of fcalure dcleclion, fcaturc lracking by lcm
plale matching or motion flow and, possibly, thc use of 
epipolar geometry in stcrcoscopy and 3D rcconstruction 
[Trucco 1998].This approach although valid, would cre
ate undesired complcx.ity in lhe found solution. Inslcad 
of solving lhe general problcm, wc havc addrcsscd in this 
paper, a simplcr problcm of dctccting lhe 3D trajcclory 
of fiducial markcr centres atlached lo lhe boardmarkcrs 
and for thal, wc havc uscd AR Toolkil [Kalo 2001]. This 
can bc sccn as a lransitional lcchnology for lhis lypc of 
gcslural-bascd HCI modality syslcms, sincc il simplifics 
lhe more complcx and general problcm of markcr-less 
3D lracking of physical objects such as boardmarkcrs. 
With this work wc are aiming at crcating a too! that can 
bc very useful lo bring lhe skctching tcchniquc to a new 
dimcnsion, lhe tangiblc skclching intcraclion. ln synthe
sis, in this papcr wc prcsent such too!, thc Pintara/as 
system, which offcrs lhe Tangiblc Skclch HCI paradigm. 
Thc papcr is organiscd as follows: in scction 2, wc pro
vidc a background in lhe librarics uscd: AR Toolkil and 
CALI. ln scclion 3, wc prcscnl our modular syslem func
tions and cxplain how lhe systcm opcralcs. Scclion 4 
cxplains how wc lrack thc hand skctching gcslurcs, using 
lhe Tangiblc Interfaces and how thc primitivc shapcs are 
rccogniscd. Scclion 5 dctails a usability lcsling mcthod-
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ology and discusses the evaluation results obtained. Fi
nally, in section 6, conclusions and future directions of 
research are given. 

2. BACKGROUND 
ln the base of this system is the CALI library which is an 
open-source software library for the construction of Cal
ligraphic Interfaces (intelligent interfaces based on 
sketches and gesture interaction). CALI is based on a 
simple Shape Recognizer that uses fuzzy logic, identify
ing Scribbles (multi-stroke geometric shapes) drawn with 
some type of user interface, such as a stylus. The Recog
nizer identifies elementary geometric shapes such as Tri
angles, Rectangles, Circles, Lines, and also some gesture 
commands, such as, Delete, Cross, Wavyline, Move, 
Copy and Tap. Ali the Shapes are identified independ
ently of the changes in rotation, size or number of indi
vidual strokes. 

For the computer vision layer and boardmarker tracking, 
our system adopts AR Toolkit, a C/Open GL-based open 
source library that uses accurate vision based tracking 
methods to determine the virtual camera pose informa
tion through the detection in real-time of fiducial markers 
and the calculation of reference frames associated to 
these markers. 

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE ANO FUNCTION 
Too deploy this new user interaction paradigm for basic 
sketching, a number of modules comprise our applica
tion, referred to as Pintarolas (see Figure 2). The Com
puter Vision Module includes a lower layer of Live 
Vídeo Input, which feeds into AR Toolkit, which is able 
to recognize and track by computer vision means and in 
real time, the 3D pose (position and orientation) of fidu
cial markers centres, relatively to the virtual camera ref
erence frame, whose mathematical model matches the 
real video camera capturing life images of the user issu
ing sketching gestures. ln order to provide the required 
user interaction, dedicated system modules were devel
oped, namely, Tangible Interfaces management and 
Sketch Gesture Recognition. The physical Tangible 
Interfaces are three ordinary pens with fiducial markers 
attached (see Figure 3): two for sketching purposes and a 
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Figure 2 - Pintarolas System Architecture. 
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third for clearing the screen. With these interfaces the 
user is able to is sue sketching gestures ( drawing lines, 
circles, squares or triangles) without the need of being 
too precise. The Sketch Gesture Recognition module 
uses CAL!, since this library offers robust methods that 
recognize the scribbling of simple shapes, such as tines, 
circles, triangles and squares, by interpreting the sketch
ing gestures and improving the accuracy of the intended 
sha e, as drawn b the user (see Fi ure 1). 

~mi 

Figure 1 - User operating Pintarolas. 

To operate with Pintara/as the user has three Tangible 
Interfaces available. Let us reefer to them as TI-1, TI-2 
and TI-3 . TI-1 is used as an indicator to where the user is 
pointing in the screen, in fixed or moving gestures. TI-2 
is used, much like the left mouse button, when the user is 
ready to start a new drawing. The system assumes that 
the user is sketching with just one color, but more tangi
ble interfaces could be added for sketching in different 
colors. 

Figure 3 - Tangible Interfaces of Pintarolas. 

To perform a drawing ali it ' s needed to do is to show TI
i, locate on screen the place where the user wants to start 
the sketch and then show TI-2 to start sketching. When 
the sketch being drawn with the aid of TI-1 is finished, 
the user needs just to remove TI-2 from the camera tine 
of sight. At this stage, the produced sketch is going to be 
recognized by the Sketch Gesture Recognition module 
and, if it matches one of the basic shapes early men
tioned, the recognized primitive shape will be drawn, or 
else the drawn path will be kept (see Figure 4). Another 
interaction possibility is to detete the entire screen by 
showing a third Tangible Interface (TI-3). 
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Figure 4 - Left: A square being drawn; Right: Recogni
tion of the drawn square. 

Each sketch made previously is kept on screen, unless it 
has been erased, by just pointing tangible interface TI-3 
to any place on the screen. 

4. TRACKING ANO RECOGNIZING THE 
SKETCHES 
4.1 Tracking the User Hand Gestures 
The capture of the sketching gesture is made by detecting 
the trajectories of the centers of the fiducial markers at
tached to the Tangible Interfaces, which are provided by 
AR Toolkit. By projecting the positions of these centres 
in the 2D visualization window (by keeping the x and y 
coordinates of the centers, provided by AR Toolkit), we 
are able maintain the drawn path, which is basically a list 
of 2D points. Once we have these 2D coordinates, they 
are transformed to a given visualization window. In this 
window, each detected 2D coordinate will be painted as a 
small sphere, with a color that depends on the type of 
Tangible Interface being used (currently, only one color 
is supported). 

4.2 Shape Recognizing 
Once the user has removed the tangible interface TI-2, 
from the camera line of sight, we assume that the sketch 
has been made and the recognition processes can begin. 
From the moment TI-2 is shown until it is removed, ali 
the 2D coordinates are kept in a structure called stroke 
(CALI library). We just use CAL! sketches with one 
stroke, which corresponds to one scribble structure. A 
CAL! library call is then invoked which returns either a 
recognized gesture (that has originated the sketching of a 
known primitive shape) or not. ln the case of a positive 
answer, CAL! will retum the shape, which will be cor
rectly drawn on screen using Open GL (Figure 4). The 
user can issue approximate gestures, that CAL! can in
terpret and made more accurate. If the recognition is not 
made or the shape retumed is Unknown, then the sketch 
is kept on the window as it was before the recognition 
process. 

5. EVALUATION ANO OISCUTION 
We've conducted a series of usability tests to the system, 
to assess the feasibility of this novel user interface in 
simple sketching tasks and also to understand how com
mon persons would interact with the system. 

The usability testing experiment was designed to assess 
the usefulness ofTangible Interaction in a simple sketch-
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ing application, by means of evaluating the way users 
perform simple sketching tasks on screen. These tasks 
consisted in the following basic operations: 

1. Draw a line; 
2. Draw a square; 
3. Draw a triangle; 
4. Draw a circle. 

Each task was considered to be successful if the system 
was able to recognize the basic sketch (via the CAL! li
brary), within a maximum specified time (1 minute). The 
testing focussed on user performance evaluation and 
therefore, we have used two metrics. The first one was 
the time to complete the assigned task. This would give 
us a measure of how efficiently each of the individual 
basic sketches could be done via our interface, not only 
by itself but also in relation to the other basic sketching 
tasks. To identify problems with the interface, the other 
metric, was the number and type of errors made by each 
individual subject. The types of error we have considered 
beforehand were: 

1. False positives; 
2. Failing to complete the task; 
3. Taking too long to complete the task (more than 

1 minute); 
4. Other errors (to be seen during the tests). 

The experiment was run on a sample of 10 unpaid users 
in one run. The users were students in their early 20 's, 
selected randomly from undergraduate courses at ISCTE, 
Instituto Superior de Ciências do Trabalho e da Empresa, 
in Lisbon. Of the 1 O persons, 5 were males and 5 were 
females . Ali the users that have interacted with the sys
tem had never been in contact with Augmented Reality 
or Sketch-based interaction systems. The facilitator gave 
initially a brief explanation of how to operate the system 
and showed the four tasks; drawing a line, drawing a 
square, drawing a triangle and drawing a circle. Subse
quently, one at a time, the test subjects were evaluated. 
For each subject, a total of 2 minutes were given for 
him/her to properly train each of the tasks and their vari
ous aspects with the help of the facilitator. The user was 
then asked if he/she understood what was meant to do. 
Then, after concluding training and making sure the sub
ject was ready, he/she was given 1 minute (maximum) to 
complete each of the proposed tasks. 

5.1 Time Analysis 
ln Figure 5 we depict the observed task times. lt's clear 
that the "Draw a Circle" task, was the one that took 
longer to complete, and with a figure that seams to be too 
much for the nature of the task. lt's worth noticing also 
that the CALI library as some specific shape require
ments, to consider a given sketch as of a circular shape. 
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TaskTimes 

Une Square Triangle Clrcle 

Bhape 

Figure 5 -Task Times 

As it can be seen on Figure 5 the time needed do draw a 
line is quite reduced, because it's a very simple proce
dure to accomplish. As for the squares and triangles, the 
time needed to perform the drawing is quite alike, this 
happens because the effort made to draw them only var
ies due to the difference of number of sides and also, 
because the CAL! library can easily deduced these types 
of shapes. 

5.2 Task Analysis 
Analyzing the observed errors per task, we can see that 
the most difficult sketch to draw and be recognized was 
the one of circular shape, which matches the finds in the 
Time Analysis. Almost ali of the false positives where 
observed when the users have tried to make small shapes. 

Observed errors per tasks 

llne Square Trlangle Clrcle 

a False poslt tves 

• Unrecognlzed 

O Number of ml9edt rles 

o &ceecledtlmeforthe 
glventask 

Figure 6 - Observed errors per tasks. 

We've also observed that ali the users made their best 
effort to complete successfully lhe tasks proposed. As a 
consequence lhe majority of them adapted really quickly 
to handle correctly the two Tangible Interfaces. As it can 
be seen on the Figure 6 although some users found it hard 
to complete with success lhe given task, they always 
found a way to do it, since only two people weren't able 
to perforrn a circle, being the only shape that has ex
ceeded the maximum given time. The number of missed 
tries can be explained due to the lack of dexterity of lhe 
users, and the fact that some times they forgot that lhe 
recognition was only successful when perforrning lhe 
sketch in only one stroke. The main comments made by 
the users were the problems associated with the marker 
tracking related to the lighting conditions, since some 
times lhe system wouldn' t idcntify lhe Tangible Inter
faces poses. ln general ali lhe users thought that it was a 
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simple system to use, and that it demonstrated an inter
esting concept. 

6. CONCLUSIONS ANO FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
ln this paper, we have described a simple sketch applica
tion that uses tangible interfaces as Human-Computer 
Interaction modality. By analysing the evaluation results 
of simple usability tests perforrned for this application, 
which conclude that users easily adapt to this type of 
HCI, we have shown that simple to use tangible inter
faces, are appropriate for basic sketching tasks. However, 
some analysis is still missing and is planned for future 
activities, such as the precision of the sketched drawings, 
and the observed rate of errors. The authors are also 
aware that the use of two tangible interfaces for the 
sketching task, is a diversion from the natural way of 
sketching. So, as a future line of research, we are consid
ering the integration of other modalities (like voice inter
action), with the current one, towards the deployment of 
a more usable and natural interface, Regarding other fu
ture directions for the evolution of this system, we can 
think of improving the marker tracking technique, by 
including in-house adaptive threshold algorithms that 
perform the image binarisation, prior to the marker track
ing proper. The main improvements however should be 
done in gradually introducing the functionalities that lhe 
real paint applications do have. ln this line of activity, we 
could increase the number of shapes that are recognised 
by the system and add the recognition of letters. Al
though currently in a very early stage of development, 
we can think of potential applications of Pintarolas, for 
example, in areas like teaching and children gaming. ln 
teaching scenarios using large displays, this type of inter
face could better the blackboard metaphor, by introduc
ing a new way of interaction between the teacher and the 
students and by increasing also the mobility of the 
teacher. ln the children games area, this basic concept 
could be use to create a series of leaming games for 
small children, for them to improve and practice their 
calligraphy and to increase their sense of interactivity 
and their interest in course subjects . The system could 
also be used for people with motor disabilities, with the 
purpose oftrying to improve their impairments. 
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